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LIGHT-WEIGH-T HAT FRAME WILL END THOSE

"SHOPPING HEADACHES"
f
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Sketch Shows How Willow Cloth is Applied to Wire Frame, and Also
Indicates How Cloth is Slashed at Head Sire.

t BY CARISSA CHESLEY
That "shopping headache," which

so much annoys many women, is fre
quently the result of too heavy a hat

Once having tried the light willow
cloth frame described in this article
the home milliner will never again
want to wear a hat with wire frame.

Before beginning to cover the wire
frame described in the last article,
dampen a sheet of willow cloth very
thoroughly.

Place the sheet of cloth around the
outside of the wire frame, with the
straight edge of the cloth at the cen-
ter front. Pin it to the last wire at
the edge of the brim, bringing it down
under the crown and letting it ex-

tend up inside as far as the wires go.
Take a needle and thread and
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whip it with long stitches at the brim
edge where you have pinned it, so
as to make it accurate. Remove the
pins. Then sew it the same way on
the inside of the hat to the crown
wires.

With a lead pencil mark the cloth
at the edge of the brim on the inside
even with the wire edge and cut at
the pencil mark.

Thp hat is then ready to dry. This
can be done over artificial heat or
if you have the time it can dry over
night. When it is dry clip the threads
at the brim edge and in the crown
and remove the wire mould.

The next step is to wire the edge
by whipping the wire to it with an

er stitch. The raw wired
edge is them bound with a narrow
strip of thin crinoline, and sewed
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